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OPENING
Thank you Toastmaster of the evening, good evening fellow
members and welcome guests.
Do you know the genius who is well known for a photograph
which shows a tongue out? Like this….
Yes, you’re right. It’s “Albert Einstein.” He introduced the
famous Theory of Relativity and awarded the Nobel Prize in
1921 (It was 98 years ago).
That is E = mc2

(Energy = Mass 質量 x Cosmic Speed Square)

Tonight, I will NOT talk about the theory of relativity itself, but
the new theory that is the most important one. Albert Einstein
emphasized that is “Love.” He introduced a formula: Energy =
Love x Cosmic Speed, Love multiplied by the seed of light
squared.
Before come up with my main point of “Energy of Love
Formula”, let me explain more about Einstein why the new
formula finally came out…..
Body 1
l He was born, 140 years ago, in 1879 in Germany.
l He was a Jewish and liked mathematics.
l At the age 9, he proved The Pythagorean Theorem.
l His IQ was high reportedly 180. My IQ is around 50. What
about you?
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l When he was 16 years old, he did a thought experiment
where he rode on one light wave and looked at another light
wave parallel to him.
l When 37 years old (in 1916) He announced Theory of
Relativity and received Nobel Prize in 1921 (42)
l In 1922 (he was 43) He visited Japan with his wife, Elsa, in
1922 (97 years ago) on “Kitano Maru” by SS NYK to from
France.
l He made his lecture of “Theory of Relativity” at Keio Univ.
for 6 hours lecture with 2000 audience.
l After Hitler’s rise of power (54 years old in 1933), he moved
to the United States.
After my research and study, I found there are three interesting
episodes:.
1st: In 1939 (80 years ago), Einstein sent a letter to US
President Franklin Roosevelt to suggest to start its own nuclear
program. Because German might develop atomic bombs, which
eventually resulted in the “Manhattan Project.”
2nd : As the result, Japan had been devastated by the Atomic
Bomb in 1945 that was a shocking disaster for Einstein
because of his first commitment.
3rd: When he was around 70, he ultimately discovered a New
Theory of Energy that will heal our planet and bring a peace and
stability. The new theory is not published, but only passed to
his daughter, Lieserl. What is it?
In 1980, Leserl donated 1,400 letters written by Einstein, to the
Hebrew University, with orders not to publish their content until
two decades after his death.
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One of letters was: There is an extremely powerful force that,
so far, science has not found a formal explanation to it.
BODY 2

This universe force is Love.
When scientists looked for a unified theory of the universe,
they forgot the most powerful unseen force
1. Love is light: that enlightens those who give and received it
2. Love is gravity: because it make some people feel attracted
to others
3. Love is power: because it multiples the best we have and
allows humanity not to be extinguished in their blind
selfishness.
4. Love unfold and reveals.
5. For Love we live and die.
6. Love is God and God is Love.
This force explains everything and gives meaning to life.
BODY 3
To give visibility to Love. Instead of E=mc2, we accept that
the energy to heal the word can be obtained from love
multiplies by the speed of light squared, E= lm2
We have arrived at the conclusion that the love is the most
powerful force there is, because it has no limit.
l If we want our species to survive,
l if we are to find meaning in life,
l if we want to save the world and every sentient being what
inhabit it. Love is the one and only answer.
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l Perhaps we are not yet ready to make “a bomb of Love,” a
device powerful enough to entirely destroy the hate,
selfishness and greed that devastate the planet.
CONCLUSION
l If each individual carries within them a small but powerful
generation of Love whose energy is waiting to be released.
l When we learn to give and received this universal energy,
we will have affirmed that Love conquers all.

l Love is able to transcend everything and anything, because
Love is the quintessence of life.
Albert Einstein has reached the ultimate answer
Toastmaster of the Evening.

